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Abstract

The deployment of previous wireless standards has provided more benefits
for urban dwellers than rural dwellers. 5G deployment may not be different.
This paper identifies that Community Based Networks as carriers that deserve
recognition as potential 5G providers may change this. The argument is
hinged on a research aimed at understanding how and why Community Based
Networks deploy telecom and Broadband infrastructure. The study was a
qualitative study carried out inductively using Grounded Theory. Six cases
were investigated. Two Community Based Network Mobilization models were
identified. The findings indicate that 5G connectivity can be extended to rural
areas by these networks, via heterogenous networks. Hence the delivery of
5G data rates delivery via Wireless WAN in rural areas can be achieved by
utilizing the causal factors of the identified models for Community Based
Networks.

Keywords: 5G, Community Based Networks, telecom infrastructure,
telecom services, CBNM models.

1 Introduction

This paper discusses the potential relationship between rural Community
Based Networks and 5G infrastructure and service diffusion and adoption.
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The implication of this paper is to raise the awareness of the Community
Based Networks as potential market players in the potential 5G market.
Their potential does not lie in the facilitation of gateway networks to their
communities. Rather, their potential lies in extending the access connectivity
of 5G data rates and capacity using Wireless Local Area (WLAN) networks
to their homes. Based on this awareness, the thought could go into developing
proposed 5G antenna that can be deployed with high throughput WLAN
antennas in a heterogenous network. An example of such WLAN interface
is the 802.11ac also known as 5G Wi-Fi. This will enable these community
networks participate in the deployment of 5G datarates and capacity in
rural areas.

Community Based Networks are not often mentioned as telecoms market
player or telecom carriers. They are often viewed as localized groups with
lack of technical expertise or financial capacity to facilitate telecoms network
development [1]. Though this assertion may be true when it comes to deploying
telecom standards with high deployment costs, this is not so when it comes
to the deployment of Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN) Solutions such
as the set of 802.11 standards. This is not totally true as well when it comes
to the deployment of rural telephony in countries like Argentina and North
America [2]. Hence, one cannot overlook the potential of these carriers to
facilitate and deliver telecom network services when developing standards
and services for 5G.

The advantage of having these players is that they are not profit making
entities [3]. Their existence is aimed at delivering telecom infrastructure
in rural areas, that are not commercially viable. They are democratically
goverened and these entities are open to recovering their operational cost
on the long run [2, 4]. So far, research has shown that these group are more
inclined to deploying the 802.11 standards [3, 5]. Hence, this inclination is
one of the inspirations driving this paper.

To buttress the argument on the potentials of these carriers, a study was
carried out in six on such carriers from different countries in the world at
CMI, Aalborg university. These carriers were the Djurslandsnet (Denmark),
Magnolia Road Internet Coop (USA), Hallaryd Broadband Coop (Sweden),
Johanesburg Wireless User Group (South Africa), Ghana Wireless project
(Ghana) and the Dharamsala Wireless Network (India). Aside the Hallaryd
Broadband Coop, who facilitated Fibre-to-the-Home (FTTH), the other cases
deployed Wireless Broadband solutions delivered via the 802.11 sets of
standards. The Grounded Theory approach was adopted to identify causal
factors that led to the facilitation of the Broadband infrastructure and services.
This study provided an outlook on why and how Community Based Networks
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in developed countries and developing countries facilitate the deployment of
affordable broadband networks and the adoption of the emerging services.

Based on this outcome, this paper proposes the study of the 5G needs
of rural areas as well as the development of certain 5G standards, by which
Community Based Networks can adopt. In this manner, 5G services would
not be a luxury good to rural dwellers but a basic good as well.

2 The Concept of 5G

5G is a standard mobile Wireless telephony defined differently by different
organizations [6]. The ITU, METIS, Korea 5G Forum and the China future
Forum define 5G as a mobile cellular technology providing a minimum of
1 Gb/s, 10 Gb/s, 50 Gb/s and 10 Gb/s respectively [6]. These organizations
aside the ITU are organizations made up of collaborations between mobile
industry players, the academia and public policy makers. These collaborations
are aimed at developing standards as well as design the 5G ecosystem
(See [7, 8]).

5G is a wireless technology, that is under development and in some cases
undergoing trials. It is still unclear, whether 5G will be an upgrade of 4G or a
new mobile technology [9]. However, Examples of such trials include the test
of 5G Networks in Northern Groningen in the Netherlands and the trials by
Verizon in partnership with Ericsson, Intel, Nokia and Samsung in the United
States [10, 11]. The test in Groningen was conducted by Huawei in partnership
with Ericson.

However, though these aforementioned activities exist, the vision for
the application of 5G is broad and diverse. The vision ranges from the
technical specification of 5G, the service expectations to the business models
needed to sustain the ecosystem. From the technical perpective, aside the
data rates expected from 5G, spectral efficieny, signalling efficiency, latency
in connectivity between humans and machines are important parameters [6].
The services vision include artificial intelligence complementing human to
human communications [12]. The business models is being developed by
organizations such as 5GPPP, etc. [7].

This vision, in part, is based on the improved technical performance of
the upgrades of current Wireless WAN and WLANs. It is also based on the
current possibilities presented by heterogenous networks. Mobile cellular
technologies, as we know them today, are traditionally Wireless WANs.
However, Wireless WAN solutions such as 3G/4G could be interfaced with
WLANs as heterogenous networks to deliver Internet services using micro
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and pico cells (See [13, 14]). The possibility of heterogenous networks is not
limited to these two technologies. They are used as an example for the purpose
of this paper.The possibility of heterogenous networks has resulted in upgrades
in both mobile cellular standards and Wireless LAN standards (such as 802.11)
over time [15]. In recent times the 802.11 antennas and routers have been
configured to deliver higher throughput [16]. Some brands such as Huawei
have branded such routers as 4G Wi-Fi [17]. In 2013, IEEE developed the
802.11ac standard. The WLAN standard is transmited with the throughput
6 GHz [18]. This standard is otherwise known as 5G Wifi [19]. Though
there are other 802.11 standards designed to operate at other frequencies
and different antenna coding requirements, the standard expected to directly
succeed the 802.11ac are the 802.11ad (WiGig) and the 802.11ax standards
[20, 21]. 802.11ax standard is expected to deliver 4 times the throughput of
the 802.11ac standard.

Hence based on the vision of what 5G should be and the possibility of
deploying heterogenous wireless networks with 5G technical specifications,
there is no technical specification for 5G. However, in this paper, the reference
to 5G is on a wireless technology providing a data rate of minimum 1 Gb/s.
More emphasis is placed on 5G Wi-Fi. This is because Community Based
Networks find it easier to deploy the antennas for this technology.

3 Community Based Networks and Telecom
Infrastructure Development

In this section, what is meant by a Community Based Network in this paper is
defined. This is followed by the provision of insights into why such networks
exist and how they are organized. The insights are derived from Community
Based Networks that existed in the case study areas for the provision of
telephony and Broadband infrastructure.

3.1 Community Based Networks

Community Based Networks are often an association of individuals who are
poised to facilitate and democratically manage an Information Communi-
cation and Technology (ICT) enterprise [4]. The enterprise of interest in this
paper is that which is concerned with the facilitation of telecom infrastructure.
Although one cannot overlook the fact that Community Based Networks can
also be centered around community computing – as this was the case as the
internet evolved [22].
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The individuals – who form a Community Based Networks – are believed
to be galvanized by economic, social and cultural needs [4]. However, in
other cases, they are galvanized by an existing market failure [23]. In certain
cases the infrastructure can be developed and service delivered, but very few
of the members will have a need for it. This implies that Community Based
Networks do not necessarily serve everyone in the community. Rather, the
organizational arrangement is based on the concept of the “organization of
the willing”. This raises the critical question of “what service will be of use
to rural dwellers?” to foster all inclusiveness? This is a question that should
not be neglected in the development of 5G.

Although cases of non-adoption of the current telecom and Broadband
service exist, these cases could also be that the non-users will show as late
adopters. Such users often join the band wagon much later, once they see
the need [2]. If they exist in a social circle, where the service is adopted,
then the potential of network effect prompts them to use the services. This
phenomenon outlines the importance of revealing the actual need for the
service or “usefulness” of the service to the individual.

Based on the aforementioned, it is safe to say that Community Based
Networks are inspired by the potential of the service to the members of the
network. At the dawn of the 20th Century, when voice telephony was the
innovation of the day, network effect provided via voice telephony was a
driver towards the development of telephony Community Based Networks.
In recent times, the promise and actualization of Internet Protocol (IP) services
delivered via Broadband now serve as a driver for the Broadband Community
Based Networks. This is what makes a research into relevant 5G services to
rural communities in countries where 5G will be prevalent, necessary.

Although, the potential of the service, to the Community Based Network
owners did play a major role in the facilitation of these networks, there were
also other reasons for the existence of these networks. These reasons did affect
how these Community Based Networks are organized.

3.2 Community Based Networks and Telephony
Infrastructure Development

Community Based Networks delivering telephony were rare on a global
scale. However, in North America, Argentina and some parts of Europe,
initiatives did exist [4, 24]. Some of such initiatives have metamorphosed into
Community Broadband networks, Broadband cooperatives and Local Internet
Service providers serving the rural areas they belong to. A couple of examples
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include Brook Telecom in Canada and Adams Telephone Cooperative in
the United States. Brook Telecoms was established in 1911 [25]. Adams
Telephone Coop established in 1952 [26].

Both examples among hundreds of others were established as rural
telephony Cooperatives. Their aim was to facilitate the establishment of rural
telephony in their rural areas, as they were not being served by the market.
These cooperatives were democratically organized. The positive aspect of
their organization was the flexibility to change with the times. This enabled
the cooperatives to facilitate improved telecom and now IP solutions to the
rural areas they served.

Telephone Community Based Networks, did possess the hallmarks for the
adoption of the telephony service as mentioned in the previous section in this
paper. They desired utility services in general, but their dream was hampered
by the Great depression of the 1930s. The crippling effect of the depression
on western economies prompted the formation of cooperatives to provide the
needed social amenties [27]. It was during this period that one can see the
acceleration in the formation of telephony coops in the United States and
Canada [2].

The formation of coops did not only provide the potential for an innovative
economic structure in the development and management of the telephony
infrastructure, it also provided an opportunity for the members to learn about
the technology. Complex technical details, with time, became easy to grasp
for the Community Based Networks. Hence, with time, private contractors
were replaced by volunteers who learnt on the job. This led to job creation
opportunities.

3.3 Community Based Networks and Broadband
Infrastructure Development

The presence of the Community Based Networks aimed at facilitating Broad-
band infrastructure and services is not rare globally. In Sub-Saharan Africa,
very few of such initiatives have survived [2], except for South Africa. The
surviving initiatives in South Africa were facilitated by people groups or
cooperates such as Johannesburg Wireless user Group, Pretoria Wireless User
Group, etc. – to mention a few. The ones that did not survive are those that
were introduced by International Donor Agencies. A third case involves some
form of hybrid ownership between the public sector, the private sector and
people groups. Some of these cases are relaxed cases. An example is the the
Serengeti Broadband Networks in Tanzania are relaxed cases.
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In the Americas and in Europe, lots of such cases abound [24–28].
Some of these cases exist in urban neighborhoods, while others exist in
rural areas. In the urban centers neighbors in certain buildings, where there
is a lack of Internet Access, form democratic associations to facilitate
the service [29]. In other cases, citizens of region, municipality, urban or
rural area, organize themselves into cooperatives to facilitate the Broadband
infrastructure of their choice [2]. In some third cases, these cooperatives
facilitate such infrastructure development in partnership with the municipality
[30–32]. In other cases, technical expertise is outsourced to the private sector.
These arrangements are mostly aimed towards wireless Broadband delivery
overlaying fiber optic connectivity. In yet other cases, mostly in the EU, these
Community Broadband Networks facilitate FTTH. However the tilt towards
the deployment of WLAN solutions and in rare cases 802.16 Broadband
Wireless Access standards, is an indication that if certain 5G standards are
designed for deployment by Community Based Networks, then rural users
will benefit from 5G services as well. The people in rural areas will enjoy
higher data ratesbetter throughput, low latency and better Quality of Service.
This will enable them enjoy bandwidth intensive services such as Voice
over Internet Protocol (VoIP), Internet Protocol (IPTV) services and relevant
over the top services. Companies in rural areas will be able to save cost of
commuting for meetings by using either VoIP or, if they can afford it, Video
conference services.

One would say again, that, based on the perceived usefulness of the service,
people groups have found themselves to become Broadband infrastructure
carriers. As such, to enable the sustainability of the network, these people
groups develop unique business models to facilitate the inclusion of every
member and would be members.

Here, again just as in the case of telephony delivery, one could see the
boldness of members of Community Based Networks attempting to deploy a
telecom infrastructure and service. This is mainly because they see the need
for the services provided by the network.

3.4 The Implication of 5G to Community Based Networks

It is impossible not to foresee certain areas where market limitations will
occur in the deployment of any 5G infrastructure and services. This will be
glaring in rural areas. This is because, as mentioned, earlier, in the delivery
of heterogenous 5G networks, there will be access technologies that will
be pervasive to our daily lives. One of such wireless technologies will be
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Wireless Personal Access Networks (WPAN). These WPANs require sensors.
The acquisition and maintenance of these sensors will have its own financial
implications to the end user. If the end user does not find the service useful to
his or her daily life, then subscribing to the service will be difficult.

Rather than promote every access network that can enable the delivery of
5G services, this paper proposes the WLAN for the communities. Based on
research, it has been identified that Community Based Networks possess the
potential to facilitate user trust for the service, if they facilitate the network
development. These networks are operated using democratically agreed busi-
ness models, the end user can trust – as they are not profit making entities.
The end-user also possesses a sense ownership of the network and service.
Hence what may be important would be to deliver certain 5G standards, by
which the Community Based Network can find attractive to adopt. This will
serve as a stop gap measure for market limitation in underserved areas.

If inspiration is to be gathered from the role of Community Based Networks
in facilitating previous telecom infrastructures, then four things stand out.
These issues are:

• Cost of deployment of infrastructure.
• Cost of end-user equipment.
• Usefulness of service.
• Sustainable business model.

If this is juxtaposed with the development of the infrastructure and services
for 5G standard, what would be important for a start would be the cost of
deployment of the service and the cost of end-user equipment. If the service
is useful, but the aforementioned costs are high, then the likelihood adoption
is low. If the adoption is low, then there may be no room for a sustainable
business model by the Community Based Networks. The low cost of the
equipment for such 5G standards would be facilitated possibly by:

• Its Spectral efficiency.
• Lower frequency allocation.

This will enable the infrastructure to deliver coverage to a wider area and
cheaper to purchase. However, regulations, spectrum deregulation efforts and
necessary market incentives may be needed to supplement the technical effort
to reduce cost – also for the end user equipment.

Ultimately, the services delivered via the 5G Wi-fi networks should be
relevant to the people living in these unserved. This will call for a lot of user
experience, and interaction design research.
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4 Methodology

In the bid to understand the potential of Community Based Networks in
the delivery of telecom networks, the Grounded Theory was adopted as a
tool. This is an inductive approach of generating a theory or hypothesis
from data [34]. Data is gathered via interviews and documentents. The
data gathered are coded to identify concepts in words, phases and sen-
tences. Theoretical sampling is performed on the codes via various forms
of categorization until theoretical saturation is achieved [33]. There are
various theoretical sampling techniques, such as the Strauss and corbin
Tradition, the Chalmers tradition and Glazer and Strauss Tradition among
others [2]. Using this tool, data gathered from the 6 cases via qualitative
interviews, were coded and generalization identified. The coding process
involved, the open axial and selective coding processes guided by the Strauss
and Corbin tradition of Grounded Theory [33]. The open coding involved,
concept identification coding. The axial coding involves the grouping of codes
into categories (cross coding). The selective coding involves the process
of theorizing and generalizing around the core concept. The theorization
for each case involved the search of events that led to action and interac-
tions. These interaction resulted in the implementation of the infrastructure
in each case.

This process was carried for the individual cases. The six cases were
then separated into two categories. These were the developed and developing
country cases as seen in the table below.

Further theorizations were carried out by cross-coding the outcome of
the selective coding of each case. The aim was to find common events
(causalities) that led to actions and interactions. These actions resulted in
the implementation of the infrastructure in each context.

Table 1
Cases

Developed Country Cases Developing Country Cases

1 Hallaryd Broadband Cooperative
(Sweden)

Johannesburg Wireless User Group
(South Africa)

2 Magnolia Road Internet Cooperative
(USA)

Dharamsala Wireless Network (India)

3 Djurslandsnet (Denmark) Ghana Wireless Project (Ghana)

Source: Williams, 2015.
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Figure 1 CBNM model for developed countries.

Source: Williams, 2015.

5 Findings

The resulting models were various forms of Community Based Networks
Mobilization Models (CBNM). The CBNMs were categorized into two con-
texts. The first context developed country context, while the second context
was the developing country context.

5.1 CBNM Model for Developed Countries

The figure above represents the CBNM model for the developed country
cases. The model illustrates the process Community Based Networks undergo
to facilitate telecom/broadband infrastructure and service delivery. In devel-
oped countries the Community Based Networks emerged if the following
factors exist:

• The vital resources.
• Deployment possibilities.
• The usefulness of the service.

As identified in the Section 2, the usefulness of the service plays a huge role
in the adoption of telephony and Broadband by Community Based Networks.
Nevertheless the usefulness of the service was the only reason for deciding
to facilitate the infrastructure. The existence of the Vital resources and the
deployment possibilities were crucial. The crucial nature of the deployment
possibilities stemmed from the fact that the Community Based Networks – in
most cases – did not outsource infrastructure deployment.

The vital resources are context unique resources available to the Commu-
nity Broadband Network. These resources could be inherent resources such as
technical knowledge, inherent fabrication skills, financial resources, human
resources, technical resources, self-determination and many other contextual
factors.

Once the founders or the leaders of the Community Based Networks
realized that they had the necessary vital resources, they embarked on
searching for deployment possibilities. In some of these areas, they face
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Figure 2 CBNM loop for developing countries.

Source: Williams, 2015.

topographical challenges. Hence “natural base stations” such as hilltops, roof
tops and elevated planes were deployed to relay the wireless signals over a
large coverage area. In this manner the Capital Expenditure (CAPEX) for
such projects is reduced as the community spends less amount of money in
purchasing towers.

The existence of these three factors resulted in the Community Based
Networks either:

• Perform more tests to ensure the capacity to deploy and sustain the
network before proceeding to mobilize members.

• Mobilize members, if they believe that they have the capacity to deploy
the network and sustain it.

• Mobilize members to raise an economy to sustain the trials and
implementations.

One would say; in the developed countries the users are already aware of
the services. In these areas they also have access to supplementary and
complementary services.

5.2 CBNM Model for Developing Countries

The figure above represents the CBNM model for the developing coun-
try cases. The developing country cases were facilitated by early adopters
or enthusiasts. These enthusiasts had to carry out some form of trial or
experiments with the network. Once they are satisfied with the performance,
they showcase their work. The exhibition enables neighbors, friends, etc. to
examine the network. In this process, the people visiting the exhibition will
identify:
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• The vital resources.
• The usefulness of the technology.
• The usefulness of the service.
• The actual usefulness of the service.

These four factors as seen in the figure above facilitated the intention to
deploy the technology by the Community Based Networks. The intention
to deploy was identified based on the fact that the need to form Community
Based Networks in developing countries was not a conscious event. Rather,
it was an accidental activity.

Rather than proceed to implement, the early enthusiasts and early con-
verts needed to conduct trials on a larger scale. This was an exhibition
aimed at attracting more members. This was necessary as the enthusiasts
needed to facilitate an economy to develop a larger network. A success-
ful exhibition resulted in the sharing of the business model idea, as well
as proving that the four factors exist. If the four factors existed and the
business model was right, more people were compelled to sign up. This
iteration continued until an economy was built and an organization estab-
lished to facilitate the network. The resulting set of models is seen in the
figure below.

The reason for the difference in the structure of both models lies on the
earning ability between people in developed and developing countries. In
the course of the research, it was realized that finance was not an issue for
the developed country cases. But in the developing country cases, they had no
financial ability, hence the growth of the network was dependent on the number
of members contributing to the community network. This also determined the
size of the network.

Figure 3 CBNM model for developing countries.

Source: Williams, 2015.
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6 Discussion

Community Broadband Networks do possess a great deal of potential for the
facilitation of 5G infrastructure and services. The findings in this paper points
to the possibility of Community Based Networks deploying 5G if it is useful
and they have the resources for the network. Hence, in the development of 5G
standards, there ought to be room for these networks.

It is natural for standards being developed to target existing network
operators. However, the downside of this approach is the possibility of leaving
rural areas behind. Hence the usefulness of 5G should not be seen only in the
context of urban areas, but also in the context of rural areas.

The proposal of WLANs delivering 5G data rates, which is a standard that
may be of use to Community Based Networks, is noble. This is because –
in most parts of the world – there is extensive fiber optic development.
Community Based Networks can access capacity from these fiber optic
networks for their 5G networks.

Wi-Fi over fiber optic connectivity is not a new innovation. Hence, from
a path dependency – point of view – this can be extended towards the
deployment of 5G Wi-Fi. Although this possibility exists, as mentioned earlier
in Section 2, there should be incentives that would trigger the CBNM Models.
Such incentives include:

• Affordable cost of sensors and infrastructure equipment.
• The potential to fabricate the Wi-Fi Access point equipment.
• The sustenance of Wi-Fi deregulation in many countries.
• The deregulation of Wi-Fi in countries that are yet to do so.
• The recognition of Community Based Networks as valid players in the

market.

Although this section of the paper seems to tout the usefulness of 5G
Wi-Fi, there should be competing WLAN or Wireless Wide Area Network
(Wireless WAN) and Wireless Metropolitan Area Networks (Wireless MAN),
designed for small network operators. In the development of previous Wireless
standards, Wireless WAN and Wireless MAN networks had been designed
for traditional telecommunication network operators. If the operators of
Community Based Networks can learn about the 802.11 standards and deploy
it, they may as well learn about other standards and deploy it as well.

This act will not only validate the Community Based Networks as telecom
carriers, but it will establish a new player in the market, that has the potential
of extending coverage into the rural areas. The challenge 5G might face, if
one looks back at the trend of Wireless Network deployment, globally, it is
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clear that attaining Universal Access of 3G and 4G networks is an uphill task
for the market. It will be unwise to assume that this may not be the case of 5G-
though it is a wireless network with a different architecture and intelligence.
Hence, identifying new market players in the 5G ecosystem is important. But
these market players will only join the market, if their interests are met. This
paper suggests such a player, that should not be ignored.

7 Conclusion

This paper was designed to discuss the potential relationship between Com-
munity Based Networks and 5G diffusion and adoption. The Community
Based Network (CBNM) Models were introduced in this paper. These models
showcased factors that led Community Based Network to implement Broad-
band infrastructure. The CBNM models for developing countries indicate
that Community Based Network in developing countries can develop telecom
infrastructure if they have the vital resources, they know the usefulness of
the service, the usefulness of the relationship and the actual usefulness of the
service to them. The CBNM models for developed countries indicates that
Community Based Networks will develop the intention to deploy the telecom
infrastructure and eventually deploy the infrastructure, if they have the vital
resources, they know the usefulness of the technology and they are aware of
the deployment possibilities.

Based on the findings, this paper concludes that the rural development of
5G is possible using the vehicle of the Community Based Networks. However,
from the standard development point of view, the so called 5G Wi-Fi should
be promoted. The paper also proposes the development of affordable Wireless
MAN and Wireless LAN standards to aid Community Based Networks. From
the regulatory point of view, Wi-Fi should still be deregulated. Wireless MAN
and Wireless WAN spectrum for Community Based Networks should be
deregulated. From the economic point of view, and the 5G equipment for
Community Based Networks should be affordable and accessible.

In this manner, the coverage of 5G, especially in developed countries may
be significant, compared to earlier wireless Generations of standards.
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